manifesto

I, KAVIN AGRAWAL (170040051), contesting for the post of Technical-Secretary of Hostel 2, if elected, propose to do the following:

INITIATIVES:

- Co-ordinate with Photography Secy to cast Videos presenting the participation of hostlers after every GC to foster the spirit of tech culture among all hostlers and posting them to H2 google thread and Tech@H2 facebook page.
- Organising technical exhibition to showcase the projects of Tech Enthusiasts and spread the knowledge to the hostlers.
- Conducting Introductory sessions and Intra Hostel Events for GC’s with low prep and provide incentives for Intra events.
- Conducting Technical workshops and workshops for softwares like Latex, etc.

GENERAL:

- Maintain a database of students and their expertise in the various fields of tech, their interests and participation of them in GCs.
- Publicise events through the hostel inmates using google thread and bring the participation of freshers in GC’s.
- Coordinate with the Hostel Council and other secretaries and support them in other events like PAF, Sports GC etc.

TECH Room:

- Ensure the availability of basic mechanical equipments like hack saw, wood saw, nose plier, screw driver set, nails, screws, try square, hammer etc.
- Poll would be taken among hostlers to ensure which mechanical and electrical components they want to be available in the tech room.
- Install CCTV in Tech room as per feasibility.
• Conduct hobby projects to involve hostel inmates in technical activities and promotes them to use Tech room.

CREDENTIALS:

• Marketing Organizer at Ecell 2k17
• Working on “App Based Scoring and Online updates” under Sports Technical Projects.
• Working as Web Coordinator in Techfest 2k18.

I will try up to my possible extent to achieve all my initiatives and even more if given a chance.

Kavin Agrawal (170040051)
Civil engineering 2nd year.